RAPIDCOMM
PORTABLE
COMMUNICATIONS TRAILER

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
- Satellite system; supports VOIP phones, Wi-Fi internet.
- Self-erecting/self-orienting satellite system.
- Onboard laptop computer

TRAILER
- Transportable by, Vehicle, ATV, Smaller fixed wind aircraft, Helicopter Sling-loaded
- Weight: 1,800 lbs
- Length: 196” L X 72” W X 105” H (with antenna mounted) 156”X72”X90” (without)
- Generators (2) capable of fully powering RapidCom - Dual Fuel (gasoline/propane)
- Weatherization for operation from -30 F to +90 F.

RADIO SYSTEM
- Panel Mounted Radios:
  - ALMR (2)
  - Conventional VHF
  - High and Low UHF
  - 700/800 MHz (AWARN)
  - Marine
  - VHF AM aircraft
  - Citizens Band
- Radio Interoperability Patching System (ACU 1000)
- Deployable Portable Radio Cache
  - 6 ALMR Astro XTS 2500 Radios
  - 6 Radio Gang Charger
  - 18 Portable Radio Batteries

AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT MULTI-CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS ON REMOTE INCIDENTS

TO REQUEST CONTACT ALASKA STATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER (SEOC) @ 907-428-7100